30-8-13

To the Principal,

Herberton State School

I would like to convey how enjoyable it was as a parent to participate in the inaugural Book Fair at the Primary Campus this week. My son, Gareth (year 3) was so excited and couldn’t stop talking about it – which is rare for him. He loved the activities and especially the kooky science – way to go Mr Christian.

The display was fantastic and the books very affordable. A FANTASTIC job Ms Ward and helpers.

I went to the parade on Dress up day and was astounded by how many children were in costume and really getting into the spirit of the event. What a wonderful way to encourage children to love characters and reading. I especially loved how the 2 library monitors were acknowledge and awarded – great to see young leadership being nurtured.

It was fantastic to see some of the teachers dressed up as well – well done Ms Curtis!!!!

The atmosphere was vibrant and exciting – I was so proud of my boy, his class and to be a part of it.

Thank you!!

Leeandra Norman